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HORIZON: EMPOWER THE ORPHANED 
 

Job title:  SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGIST 
Location: REMOTE  
Direct Report to: CREATIVE DIRECTOR 
 
Horizon: Empower the Orphaned 
Horizon is a 501c(3) global organization focused on empowering orphaned children to 
self-sustainability. By putting family first, we help each child develop a true sense of 
identity and belonging, while our focus on Impact Investing bolsters local economies 
and creates income to support our in-country operations.  Horizon currently operates in 
Latin America and Africa and is seeking to grow exponentially in the coming years.   
 
FUNCTION 

The Social Media Strategist (SMS) will be working with various departments to increase 

Horizon Empowers web traffic as well as brand awareness by developing and 

implementing effective social media strategies that will grow Horizon’s online presence. 

The SMS must be capable of expressing Horizon Empowers vision clearly and 

creatively on all social media channels, while maintaining brand consistency, and will 

collaborate closely with the Creative Director to generate collateral and messaging 

required to build brand profile via social media platforms. 

 

ESSENTIAL CHARACTER TRAITS:   

Values aligned to Horizon’s goal of empowering orphan and vulnerable children and at-
risk youth. Team player with ability to think creatively and strategically to grow Horizon’s 
online presence while honoring those that we serve. 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES  
 

DELIVERABLES 

A. Develop social media strategies 
and execution plans. (34%) 

i. Collaborate with Horizon’s Creative Director 
to create an overarching social media 
strategy 

ii. Develop weekly, quarterly and annual goals 
with targets and corresponding strategies 

iii. Ideate, assign, and oversee social media 
campaigns to achieve set goals. 

iv. Stay up-to-date with the latest social media 
trends and practices. 

v. Plan and schedule social media content. 

B. Develop and deploy content. 
(62%) 

 

i. Collaborate with product development and 
marketing teams to cover the target 
audiences. 

ii. Coordinate with Creative Director, Marketing 
and Development Director and Content 
Coordinator to create quality content daily. 
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iii. Work closely with the team of designers and 
copywriters to produce engaging content. 

C. Reporting and analysis. (12%) iv. Discuss and develop strategies for content 
optimization and improved web traffic. 

v. Prepare and monitor analytics report and 
user engagement. 

vi. Adopt adequate measures to save time and 
meet deadlines. 

 

 

 

Minimum Requirements: 

a) Bachelor’s Degree in Communications, Marketing, Journalism or related field, or 
proven work experience as Social Media Strategist, Social Media Marketer, or 
similar role. 

b) Excellent social and organizational skills. 

c) Strong analytical and communication skills. 

d) Highly motivated and goal-oriented. 

e) Excellent multitasking skills. 

f) Possessing critical thinking and problem-solving ability. 

 

Preferred Requirements: 

a) Ability to research current social media and digital media trends. 

b) Strong familiarity with various social media platforms. 

 

Most Critical Proficiencies: 

a) Knowledge of SEO and content optimization tools. 
b) Proven familiarity with social media and web designing tools. 
c) Proven experience in increasing brand awareness via social media platforms 

through increased followership and response rates. 

 

Essential Job Functions and Physical Demands: 

a) Constant face-to-face, telephone and electronic communication with colleagues 
and the public. 

b) May require constant sitting and moving, working at a computer for extended 
periods. 

c) Ability to work with sensitive information and to maintain confidentiality. 
d) Ability to work in a culturally diverse and global setting. 
e) Ability to do occasional domestic or international travel. 

 


